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COMPETITIVE FIRM STRUCTURES AND EQUILIBRIA 
IN A COALITION PRODUCTION ECONOMYt 

BJ' AKIRA YAMAZAKI 

I . In trod uction 

R.J. Aumann (1964) introduced a continuum of traders in order to make precise the 

concept of perfect competition in a general equilibrium analysis of exchange economy. 

Since then W. Hildenbrand (1968, 1970), C. Oddou (1972), D. Sondermann (1974), and 
T. Ichiishi (1977) have introduced production in an Aumann economy. The idea, origi-

nated in a work by Hildenbrand (1968), is to consider a "coalition production economy." 

In such an economy a production set Y(C) is assigned to each coalition C of consumers in 

such a way that if C is a null set of the given measure space of economic agents, then Y(C) 

consists of the zero vector only, that is, positive productions are not possible for a null 

coalition of consumers. 

The concept of a coalition production economy arose from the necessity of specifying 

production possibilities for every coalition of consumers in defining the core of a production 

economy. In the context ofamarket economy, however, there seem to be some difficulties in 

the interpretation of production set correspondence. Its suggested interpretation is that Y(C) 

represents the production set of a coalition C as a production unit. It raises two difficulties. 

First, the behavior of each coalition C as a production unit is not fully justified. On 

one hand, only the coalitions of positive measure are given their raison d'etre, and on the 

other, every coalition of positive measure takes prices as given although it can affect the total 

outcome of economy. Second, unless the production set correspondence is additive or 
superadditive, the meaning of a production set Y(C) is ambiguous. For example, if there 

are decreasing returns to coalition scale, then the production set assigned to the coalition 

of all consumers A as a production unit, Y(A), may be strictly contained in the production 

set Y(C) of a smaller coalition of consumers C. However, as a coalition of consumers, 

the coalition A should be able to achieve whatever its subcoalition can achieve. Hence, 

the set Y(A) cannot be taken to represent what the coalition A can produce. Hildenbrand 

(1968, 1970) assumed the production set correspondence to be additive. In that case any 

measurable partition of A can be regarded as a set of production units. That is, it is essen-

tially devoid of any "coalition structures." In this particular sense it has a Walrasian 

flavor. We should note, however, that the additivity of production set correspondence 

is different from constant returns to scale. It means constant returns to "coalition scale." 

Sondermann (1974) assumed the production set correspondence to be (strongly) superad-
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ditive．In　this　case　the　only　e価ective　production　unit　of　the　economy　is　the　coa1ition　of

a11consumersノ．
　　　　The　consideration　ofthe　second　di冊culty　noted　above　suggests　that　we　should　distinguish

what　a　coalition　of　consumers　as　a　production　unit　can　produ㏄from　what　it　can　produce

by　organizi㎎various　production　units　amo㎎its　members．We　are　thus1ed　to　introduce

the　concept　of　mean　production　set　correspondence　which　assigns　to　each　coalition　C　of

consumers　what　it　can　produce　by　organizing　various　production　units　among　them，The

origina1datum　of　the　production　sector　of　an　economy　is　the　assignment　of　production　sets

to　various　coalitions　of　consumers　as　a　production　lmit．　By　al1owing　variation　in“pro－

duction　structures”we　derive　the　mean　production　set　correspondence　of　the　economy．

Intuitively　one　expects　the　mean　production　set　correspondence　to　have　superadditivity・

This，in　tum，suggests　a　way　to　provide　a　new　interpretation　of　Sondermann’s　production

economy（1974）．
　　　　In　order　to　avoid　the丘rst　dimculty，one　can　either　allow　strategic　behavior　of　producers，

or　introduce　competitive丘rms．Considering　di冊culties　of　incorporating　monopolistic

or　o1igopo1istic　behaviors　of　irms　in　a　genera1equilibrium　mode1，we　shal1adopt　the　latter

apProach・

　　　　0ne　basic　prob1em　of　a　large　production　ecommy　becomes　apparent　when　we　consider

competitive　ims．We　need　to　introduce　a　measure　space　of　competitive　ims　explicitly．

When　describing　the　producti㎝sector㎝the　basis　of　individua1irms　with　an　atomless

measure　space　of　consumers，one　must　face　the　d術culty　of　attaching　appropriate　weights

to　various血rms．If　one　deals　with　only　a　inite　mmber　of　firms　as　in　a“private　ownership

ec0110my”in　Hi1denb正and（1970），or　with　a　countably　many丘rms　as　in　Ichiishi（1977），one

may　assume　away　this　di冊cu1ty　imp1icitly．0ne　must　note　that　in　an　economy　wit11a　con－

timum　of　agents　aggregated　amounts　of　commodities　in　the　economy　are　measured　in　units

per　capita．This　means　that　one　is　not　allowed　to　introduce　an　arbitrary　measure　space　of

丘rms　which　is　independent　of　the　measure　space　of　consumers；aggregated　amounts　of

commoditiesintheproduction　sector　should　also　be　measured　in　unitspercapita　ofconsumers，

not　in　units　per　capita　of　producers・

　　　　Forma11y，this　paper　is　concemed　with　the　problem　of　how　to　introduce　competitive

irms　and　competitive丘rms　structures　into　a　general　equilibrium　model　with　a　measure　space

ofeconomic　agents　in　such　a　way　tl1at　at　a　competitive　eqi1ibrium　the　formation　ofparticular

irm　structure　is　explained．　The“production　set　c01Tcspondence”in　a　conventiona1

“coa肚ion　production　economy”can　be　given　an　inte叩retation　as　the　mean　production　set

correspondence　in　the　framework　of　a　production　economy　with　competitive　irm　stmctures。

II．DωC吻カ0〃ゲα一P10伽α’0〃肋0〃0〃γ

　　　　　　　　　　　W肋Fか㎜∫〃〃α〃ω

1．及0〃0伽た碓ε舳肋α〃0伽〃0〃肋0〃0〃一〃0伽肋9砲ε舳0r〃㎜∫ω∫εC0〃伽ツ
　　及0〃0伽’C碓θ舳。

　　　〃肋〃ヅεco〃o〃たσgθ〃∫are　the　foundation　ofa11economic　organizations　in　an㏄onomy．

0n　one　hand，each　individual　primary　economic　agent　plays　the　ro1e　of　a　co〃〃〃肌　Hence，
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information concerning these agents is given by a specification of their individual needs, 

tastes, and initial commodity endowments. On the other hand, any other economic or-
ganizations or agents are considered to be formed by primary economic agents. In this 

sense economic agents other than consumers are secondary agents. Among secondary 
economic agents our sole interest here is in producing agents called producers orfirms. In 

particular, our main effort lies in giving a microeconomic description of secondary economic 

agents and then formalizing production structures generated by these secondary economic 

agents in a competitive market economy. 
We take a modified view of Hicksian production economy [see Hicks (1946, Chapters 

VI and VIII)]. In an exchange economy primary economic agents come to the market as 

trading individuals with supplies of certain commodities or services and they obtain other 

commodities in one way only-by exchange. In a production economy we need to "take 
into account the fact that they can sometimes obtain new commodities in another way-by 

technical transformation, or production. Clearly they will not adopt this method unless 

it is more advantageous than simple exchange; that means that it will only be advantageous 

to convert one set of exchangeable goods into another set, by production, if the set acquired 

has a higher market value than the set given up. Therefore under dlfferent market conditions, 

dlfferent opportunities for production will become profitable; and these dlfferent opportunities 

may be open to different people. In this way, the class of persons who acquire goods by 

technical transformation rather than by simple sale of their services (the class of 

entrepreneurs) may change" [Hicks (1946, p. 78); italics are mine] 

Now, every primary economic agent "possesses supplies of one or both of two sorts 

of resources-(1) factors of production which can be disposed of on the market, (2) entre-

preneurial resources which cannot be disposed of in that way, but which can be used, in 

combination with the other sort of factors, to produce disposable products. Given a set 

of market prices, for factors and products, any one who possesses entrepreneurial resources 

will be able to determine whether the utilization of those resources in production will yield 

a positive surplus. If it will do so, he becomes an entrepreneur. ...his demand for factors 

and supply of products (on business account) is determined; consequently the amount of his 

surplus is determined. This surplus now becomes part of his income on private account 

..." [Hicks (1946, p. 100)]. Hrcks restncted the class of entrepreneurs to slngle pnmary 

economic agents. Thus the problem of profit distribution did not arise. Namely, all the 

profits of a firm go to the single primary economic agent that functions as the entrepreneur 

In the description of a Hicksian production economy above, private and business ac-

counts of primary economic agents are clearly distinguished. A private account is relevant 

to a single primary agent as it is the account of his consumption activity and of his indi-

vidual income. There is no apriori need for restricting a business account to a single primary 

agent. Under a given market condition a single primary economic agent may not find it 

advantageous to engage in a productive activity as an entrepreneur. Nevertheless, it is 

possible that the same primary economic agent finds it profitable to engage in such an 

activity together with some of the other primary agents as an entrepreneur. Hence, in a 

more general description of a Hicksian production economy we do not limit the class of 

entrepreneurs to single primary agents but allow any "coalition" of primary economic agents 

to be a potential entrepreneur which can organize a production unit. In such a model how 

the surplus on a business account should be divided among the primary agents functioning 
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as an entrepreneur is no longer a trivial problem. V. Boehm (1972), C. Oddou (1972), 
and D. Sondermann (1974) provided an answer to the problem of determining a meaningful 

profit distribution among primary economic agents. We adopt for our model their idea of 

determining an individual profit distribution. 

We regard an entrepreneurial resource possessed by a primary economic agent to be 
indivisible. This implies that a single primary agent can join only one coalition which 

functions as an entrepreneur. A coalition of primary economic agents identified as an 

entrepreneur is a producing agent or a firm. Entrepreneurial resources and other nonmar-

keted factors are not introduced explicitly into our model, and we assume that the only way 

we can detect these resources is through their influences on the shapes of production sets 

that individual producing agents are controlling. 

Thus we start from a model that formalizes the range of technological alternatives 

open to a producing organization identified with a coalition of primary economic agents. 

Let Y(F) be the production set assigned to a coalition F of primary economic agents as a 

producer. yeE Y(F) means that by pooling all their entrepreneurial and nonmarket factors 

F can transform an input vector y~ ~R/+ of marketed commodities into an output vector 
y+ ~Rl+ such that y=y+ -y~, independently of the actions of the other primary economic 

agents. Note that if a primary economic agent a, or a coalition F of primary economic 

agents does not possess entrepreneurial factors, Y({a})={O} , or Y(F) = {O} respectively 

2. Production Structure or Firm Structure as a List of Entrepreneurs 

In our extended Hicksian production economy a producing agent is determined by an 

agreement among a group of primary economic agents to function as an entrepreneur 
whenever they find it to their benefit to engage in a productive activity under a given market 

condition. Since a primary economic agent belongs to only one firm in which he shares 

the functions of an entrepreneur, a partition of all the primary economic agents in the eco-

nomy can be regarded as a list of such agreements among members of various groups of 
primary economic agents. We may consider such a list of agreements to represent a "syndi 

cate" structure among the primary economic agents in the sense of Gabszewicz and Dr~ze 

(1971). The purpose of forming syndicates in a production economy is not to gain bar-
gaining power in allocation of fixed resources, but rather to engage in a more profitable 

production activity. Therefore we call a partition of the primary economic agents a pro-

duction structure or a firm structure. It can be regarded as a list of entrepreneurs or a list 

of producing agents in the economy. 
It is possible that a different production structure gives rise to a different set of pro-

duction alternatives of the economy; if the batches of entrepreneurial resources correspond-

ing to a given production structure are broken up and reorganized, there may be possible 

gains and losses in relative efficiencies of producing commodities. Hence, we explicitly 

introduce various production structures into the model. A competitive equilibrium shall 

be defined so that possible gains in efficiency through reallocation of nonmarketed resources 

among producing agents are captured within the market mechanism. 

3. Other Models of Production Economy 

Hicks (1946) and Arrow and Debreu (1954) presented a model of production economy 
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with a fixed finite number of firms each owning an initial endowment of entrepreneurial 

resources. There is a well known difficulty for this type of formulation of a production 

economy [see Koopmans (1957, pp. 64-66 and pp. 68-71)]. It arises from the specification 

of a grven number of producers Koopmans noted that " the creation or dissolution of 
a productive unit is by its very nature an economic act. ...It follows that a postulate assign-

ing production sets with decreasing returns to scale to a number of producers given in advance 

is tantamount to prescribing and freezing the assignment to various production processes 

of a certain number of indivisible commodities. Since these commodities are not introduced 

explicitly, but only implicitly through their influence on the shapes of the production sets, 

such a model cannot be used to explore possible gains in efficiency through reshuffling of 

these indivisible resources among producers ..." [Koopmans (1957, p.65)]. 

In the Walras' model of a production economy [Walras (1954, Part IV)] all the entre-

preneurs earn zero profits at an equilibrium. The economic basis for zero profits is given 

by the free entry of producers taken to be implied by the concept of perfect competition among 

producers. McKenzie (1955, 1959) formalized a Walrasian model introducing the aggre-

gate production set of the economy which is a cone, in a commodity space, with vertex at 

the origin. Clearly, a Walrasian model abstracts from the production structures of the 

economy. 
We already noted that a coalition production economy with an additive production 

set correspondence may be considered as abstracting from production structures; the total 

production possibilities of the economy are independent of which partition of primary econo-

mic agents being regarded as a production structure. But it appears that one cannot defend 

the additivity of the correspondence on economic grounds. For this reason in a later 
section we shall give an alternative interpretation of a coalition production economy with 

an additive production set correspondence. We shall interpret it as a Hicksian production 

economy with a fixed (infinite) set of producers. 
Perhaps, as an approximation, the concept of free entry may be accepted in a finite 

production economy. However, we have placed ourselves in an "ideal" competitive economy 

with an atomless measure space of economic agents. This means that a concept such as free 

entry which purports to approximate perfect competition should not be employed in our 

model. Instead, this concept itself may have to be explained within the model. We find 

it difficult to clarify the concept in our model. It seems to us that the free entry assumption 

requires that the potential production capability of an economy must be "infinitely greater" 

than the aggregate consumption of the economy. Clearly this property need not hold even 

in a model which incorporates a continuum of agents. 
The preceding remarks may explain the particular way we have chosen in building a model 

of production economy with an atomless measure space of primary economic agents. We 
describe the production sector starting from individual competitive firms each of which 

is assigned a production set. If a list of entrepreneurs or a production structure is fixed, 

the economy is nothing but a Hicksian economy. However, we allow variations in pro-
duction structures. The "aggregate" or the mean production set of the economy is derived 

by considering possible reallocations of entrepreneurial resources, possessed by individual 

primary economic agents, among producing units, firms. 
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III. Mathematical Mode/ of a Production Economy 

with Competitive Firm Structures 

l . Measure Space of Primary Economic Agents and Consttmption Sector 

Let (A, ~, ,)) be an atomless measure space, i.e., A is a set, y denotes a a-algebra 

of subsets in A, and ,; is a countably additive positive measure on ~f with ,,(A)= 1. We 

assume {a} e y for every a eA. The economic meaning of this space is that A is the 
set of all primary economic agents, y is the set of all coalitions of primary economic 

agents, and l;(C) is the fraction of the totality of primary economic agents belonging to 

the coalition C for each C e~. 
There are I commodities whose combinations are represented as vectors in l-dimen-

sional Euclidean space Rl. All of these commodities are marketed so that their prices 

are well defined. 

To each primary economic agent a eA, as a consumer, are assigned his consumption 
set X(a), his preference relation ~* over X(a), and his initial endowment e(a). X(a) is 

the set of vectors in the commodity space Rl corresponding to the feasible consumptions 

of agent a. The preference relation ~. means that x~*y if and only if y is preferred 

to or indifflerent with x for the agent a. His initial endowment e(a) is a vector in the 

commodity space R!. Given a price vector peRl, p.e (a) is a part of his income. 

Given a price vector p eRl and an income MeR a primary economic agent a as a 
consumer maximizes his preference level within his budget constraint. Define for each 

(p, M) eRl+1 

B(a, p, M)= {xe X(a) I p.x~M} , 
c(a, p, M)= {xeB(a, p, M) I z~.x for every z~B(a, p, M)} , 

c(a, p. M)= c(a, p, M) if M> min p.X(a) 
= B(a, p. M) if M~ min p. X(a) . 

B(a, p, M) is the budget set, c(a, p, M) the demand set, and ~(a, p, M) the quasi-demand 

set of the primary agent a when his income is given by M under the market price vec-

tor p. 

Let ~; denote the set of all continuous complete preorderings defined on a closed, 

convex subset of Rl. Since a binary relation ~ on a subset X of Rl is defined by its 

graph {(x, y) ~ XxXl x~y} , the set ~ is a collection of closed subsets in R/, namely, 

of those subsets which are the graph of a continuous complete preordering. Now the 

consumption sector of a production economy is described by an exchange economy ~~ 
which is a measurable mapping of the measure space (A. ~, :)) into ~;XRl. That is, 
for each agent a in A, :~.=prl ' ~~(a) is the graph of his preference relation on his con-

sumption set X(a), and we have X(a)={xeRll (x, x)e ~*} and x~*y if and only if (x, 
y) ~ ~.. e(a)=pr2 ' ~~(a) is his initial endowment of marketed commodities. (Here prl 

and pr2 denote the projections of ~xR' onto ~' and Rl respectively.) We will always 
assume that the mapping ~~' has the following properties: 
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(X.1) (Local nonsatiation of ~.) For every x eE X(a) and every neighborhood U of x 
there is a vector zeX(a)n U with z>~x, :'-a.e. in A. 

(X.2) (Boundedness from below for the correspondence X:A-Rl) There exists a ,,-
integrable function g.' A-RI such that g(a)~X(a), ,,-a.e. in A. 

(X.3) (Finiteness of the mean endowment) The mapping e: A-RI is integrable. 

Given a measure space (S, 2, p) and a correspondence ep from S into R!, we denote 

by ~:(p the set of all p-mtegrable selections from the correspondence ep, i.e., ~:c = {f,' S-

R/ I f is p-integrable and f(s)~ep(s) p-a.e. in S}. 

Given an exchange economy ~':A-~XR/ a function f: A-RI in 2~x is called a 
r
 consumption plan or an allocation for ~~ The integral J Afd,, of a function f on A will 

r
 be denoted by J Af whenever the underlying measure is clearly understood from the context. 

2. Measure Spaces of Competitive Firms 

Since we are concerned with competitive production economies, the set of all possible 

firms consists of competitive, i.e., small (more precisely, infinitesimal) firms. A justification 

for restricting our attention to competitive firms may be given later. We define the set 

of all possible (competitive) firms, j/f, by Jr={F~yj ~,(F)=0} . 

A firm structure or a production structure is a measurable partition ~~~cr of A, i.e., 

U~(=union of the sets belonging to ~) =A, [E, Fe~~~ and E~F] implies EnF =c, 
and every Fe~belongs to ~ If ~ CJ/,f ~ is called a competitive firm structure. 
We only consider competitive firm structures. Hence, Iet us define 5p={~CJr I fis 
a measurable partition of A}. 5P is the set of all competitive firm structures. 

In order to carry on our analysis of competitive firm structures, we need a measure 

theoretical structure on each competitive firm structure. There is a natural way to intro-

duce measure structure on a given firm structure ~ Let f~5p be given. Since f 
is a partition of the set A, consider the canonical map from A onto ~r, i.e., PrJr : A-~ 

defined by a h~Prf(a) where a e prf(a). That is, the canonical map assigns to each 
primary economic agent the firm to which he belongs. Now define the set ~]f consisting 

of subsets of ~ by: ~;e~f if and only if Prf~1(~;) eEJ~~ It is easy to check that ~]f' 

is a c-algebra defined on ~~~~~~r Moreover ~Jr is the largest a-algebra making the canonical 

map PrJr measurable. ~]f rs interpreted to represent the set of coalitions of producing 

agents under the firm structure ~i~~i~~ By defininition of ~Jr, a group of firms ~; is a 

feasible coalition, i.e., ~; ~ ~~f' if and only if the coalition of all primary agents belonging 

to some firm in e; is a feasible coalition of primary agents, i.e., Ue;e~~ 

There is also a natural measure induced on the measurable space (~, ~~r). Define 

Tf = !"Prf~1. Then, TJr is a measure defined on (~ ~f)' Given a coalition of firms 
e; in the firm structure ~~ Tf(~;) is interpreted as the weight of the coalition of firms 

~5. It is given by the fraction of the totality of primary economic agents belonging to 

some firm in the coalition. 

Thus each competitive firm structure ~le5p induces a measure space (~r ~f' TJr) 

of competitive firms belonging to ~r Corresponding to a firm structure ~le~5P and 
the set of coalitions of firms in ~~ ~Jr, rt may be convenient to consider the set of 
coalitions of primary economic agents who belong to a firm in a coalition in ~Jr' More 
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specifically, define the set ~:f of subsets of A in ~f by ~f = {C~~l C=Prf~1(~;) for 

some ~ie~f}' Since ~f rs a a-algebra, ~:f is a sub a-algebra of ~ We denote 
the restriction of measure ,, to ~f by ,,y, i.e., ),f=};l~;f. 

Let us now find the basic properties of firm structures in 5p･ We define a subset 
~Pc of ~P by ~Pc= {~~~p I there exists ~;e~]f with Ue;=C}, for Ce~ Note 
that 5pc~c for every Cey as one has f={{a}la~EA}~~pc. 5Pc is the set of 
all competitive firm structures under which there is a coalition of firms whose members 

are exactly those belonging to the coalition C of primary economic agents. We will de-

fine a relation -c on 5pc by 

~rl ~c~2 if and only if there exists ~ belonging to _T]f* and ~~f' such that 

U~=C. 
It is to be noted that if ~;e~pc and ~;1' ~2~~]f with U~;1= U~;2=C, then ~;1=~;,. 
This is because ~ is a partition of A. Hence, if ~rl ~c~~;2, then the coalition of primary 

economic agents C forms the same set of firms under the firm structure ~rl and ~l･2' 
Also, it can be easily checked that the relation -c is an equivalence relation on 5pc. 

Let [~]c be an equivalence class of the relation -c on 5pc. For the coalition C of 
primary economic agents, the firm structures in an equivalence class [f]c are indifferent 

in the sense that the firms formed by C under one firm structure are identical with 

those formed under another. Some of the basic properties of firm structures are shown 

in the following: 

Proposition 2.1: (1) Let ~~l' J~12~5p. If~;~~f' and e;C~;2, then ~~~f" 
(.2) Let C1' C2ey and CICC2' Then, for any ~rlle5pc*, there exists ~:2e5pc= 

such that J~l2~[~lc*. 

(.3) I_et Cl' C2~~ and ClnC2=ip. Let ~;le~f-*' ~ll~~pc,, ~;2~~Jr, and 
~~2e5pc, be such that C1=U~;1 and C2=U~2' Then there exists J~{e5pc*uc, such 
that one has e;1 e ~]f and ~;2 e~ ~)f' in particu!ar ~;1 U ~;2 e~f' 

Intuitively properties (1)-(3) are obvious. (1) says that if a group of firms, ~i, whose 

members belong to both firm structures J~rl and ~;2, rs a feasible coalition of firms 
under the firm structure ~T,1' then it is also a feasible coalition of firms under the firm 

structure _~:2' (2) simply says that a group of firms formed by a smaller coalition of 

primary economic agents can be formed by a larger coalition of primary economic agents. 

(3) says that if C1 and C2 are disjoint coaltions of primary economic agents, and that 

e;1 and ~52 are coalitions of firms formed by C1 and C2 respectively under the firm 
structures ~rl and J~;2, then there is a firm structure ~such that e;1 and ~;2 are feasible 

coalitions of firms under ~r 

The proposition 2.1 justifies the way in which we introduced measure structures on 

the sets of competitive firms. If a o-algebra ~] defined on J~;~5p is smaller than the 

a algebra IJ~-y, then the intuitively obvious properties (1)-(3) of this proposition may not 

hold. 

3. Production Sets of Individual Firms and the Mean Production Set Correspondence 

The range of technological alternatives open to a firm F in Jf is given by the 
production set Y(F) assigned to F. Thus for each firm structure ~ in ~p one has the 
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correspondence Yj- : ~l~ Rl with the property that YJr(F) = Yf'(F) for any ~r ~l/ in 

~p･ We assume 

(Y.1) Oe YJr(F) for every Fe3~and ~;e~p-
(Y.2) The correspondence Yf : ~l_RI is measurable for each ~;~~p-

(Y.1) says that each producer can produce nothing. (Y.2) is a technical assumption. 

Since we are only considering competitive firm structures, it could be said that we are 

placing implicitly a basic economic assumption that at the point where firm sizes become 

nonnegligible firms face decreasing returns to coalition scale. Note, however, that in-

creasing returns are compatible within our model. That is, we can allow increasing' 
returns in general as long as firms are sufficiently small. 

A function y from ~ into Rl is called a production plan or a production assignment 

if y~~;:Y~r' We will denote the integral JJr rJr ydTy of a function y on ~ by J y when-

ever the context makes it clear as to the measure space in which the integral is defined. 

Each ~ in ~p gives rise to a mean production set correspondence on the set of 
coalitions of primary economic agents ~y, YJr : ~;Jr~RI which is defined by Yf(C) = 

I
 

Yf' where ~5 belongs to ~f' and U~;= C, for every C in ~~f' YJr rs countably additive ~
5
 

and l'f~continuous as one has YJr(C) = {O} if ~,f(C)=~,f'Prf~1(~;)=rf(~;) =0 where 

C=U~; and ~5e~~f' Let us call the correspondence Yf as the mean production set 
correspondence under the firm structure ~~ Given the firm structure ~~, possible coali-

tions of primary economic agents are those which belong to ~:f' YJr(C) represents the 

set of possible productions, measured in units per capita, of the coalition of primary 

agents C in ~:Jr When the firm structurre of the economy is given by ~ in ~p. 
Our next task is to show how the mean production set correspondence of the eco-

nomy is defined using the basic information on the individual production sets of producing 

agents, and to investigate its properties. 

We define the mean production set correspondence of the economy Y: ~- Rl by 

Y(C)= U r YJrdtJr where 5pc=y when C=A . 
y~y* J P'Jr(c) 

Let us note the difference ~between the assignment of production sets to coalitions 

of primary economic agents as production units, and the mean production set corres-

pondence of the economy Y: ~-Rl. The latter assigns to each coalition of primary 
economic agents the possible productions, measured in units per capita, of the coalition 

as the sum of possible productions of the firms formed by members of the coalition. 

Some of the basic properties of the mean production set correspondence Y: ~~f-R 
are given in the lemma 3.2 below. 

Lemma 3.1: Let ~rl and ~2 belong to 5p, and ~; to ~~Jr, and ~f"' 
Then, one has f Yj- dT = f Yf drJr, . 

J~5 * f* J~~ ' 

Lemma 3.2: Let Y:~- R/ be defined as above. 

(1) OeY(C) for every C~~, and Y(C)={O} ,f ~;(C)=0. 
(2) Y:~~ RI is monotone, i.e., if Cl' C_, ~y and C1 C C2, then Y(C1) C Y(C2)' 
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The results of the lemma 3.2 are intuitive. Since each producing agent can produce 

nothing, any coalition of firms can produce nothing. (2) says that since a larger coalition 

of primary economic agents can organize all the firms which can be formed by a smaller 

coalition of primary economic agents, the mean production set of the larger coalition 

should contain that of the smaller one. It is also intuitively clear that the mean pro-

duction set correspondence of the economy should be superadditive regardless of the nature 

of production sets assigned to producing agents, because the sum of what could be pro-

duced by two disjoint coalitions of primary economic agents under various production 

structures should be in the mean production set of the union of these two coalitions as 

it is possible for the unified coalition to divide its members into smaller coalitions to 

achieve the results obtained by two smaller coalitions. The following proposition justifies 

this intuition and strengthens (2) of the lemma 3.2. 

Proposition 3.3: The mean production set correspondence of the economy Y: y-RI is 

superadditive, i.e.. Y(C1) + Y(C2)c Y(CI U C2) for any disjoint coalitions C1' C2 in ~ 

This result provides a way to reinterpret D. Sondermann's model of a production 

economy [see Sondermann (1974)]. In his model the production set correspondence 
Y: J~f~R' is assumed to satisfy strong superadditivity, i,e., Y(Cl) + Y(C2) C Y(CI U C2) + 

Y(CI n C2) for any Cl' C2 in ~~ If we are to interpret his production set correspon-
dence literally, only one giant firm will result in an equilibrium and yet it takes prices 

as given. Of course such an assumption on the production set correspondence will not 
be accepted without difficulty from a realistic point of view. However, according to the 

proposition 3.3, the mean production set correspondence of the economy is superaddi-
tive (although it need not be strongly superadditive). Therefore, we may justify Sonder-

mann's model of a production economy by reinterpreting his production set correspondence 

as the mean production set correspondence of the economy generated under competitive 

firm structures. The difference between Sondermann's model and ours is that his model 

describes only the aggregate behavior of the production sector whereas our model gives 

microeconomic descriptions of the production sector. 

So far we have not placed any restrictions on the firm structures nor on the way 

in which the production sets are assigned to various producing agents. However, some 

requirements on the firm structures and the assignments of production sets to various 

firms seem to be unavoidable. In particular, we assume 

(Y.3) If ,,(C)=1, then for any ~~~le5p there exists ~l~5pc such that 

J YJr = JC Yf" 

y f' (Y.4) Let ~;e5p･ Given an increasing sequence (C~)~ of subsets of A in ~, 
there exists a firm structure ja~/ in 5P such that for any n there is a subset Ak of A 

C YJr S ･-in ~P~Jr' having properties that AkC Ck, k ~n, and ,,(Ck¥Ak) =0, and that Jf Yf = , 

f 
Let Coey be a null set of primary economic agents, and put C=A¥Co' Take a 

firm structure ~;e5Pc ' Co cannot affect the production capability of the economy only 

in the following sense. Let ~e~~- be such that C=Prf~1(~;). If the coalition of 
primary economic agents C forms the set of firms ~; then regardless of the actions taken 
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by Co, that is for any firm structure ~c~ile[~lc, one has C _ = C YJrd.-f= J Yfd , ~r J ~5 
Jr J

 
Yf'drf' since one has ,-f(~) = ~"Prf~1(~) = L;(C)= I and similarly +-f'(~) = l. 

~r' 
This does not, however, imply that a null set of primary agents cannot affect the 

essential production capability of the economy. For example, if we take a firm structure 

. J Yf' ~ JC YJr for all J~~leE: 5Pc. ~/ e~p¥5pc, we may have JC Yf'l)J Yf' and 
y' f f f This means that Co can influence the production capability of the economy. Obviously 

(Y.3) excludes such a possibility. Hence we may take (Y.3) to be saying that a null set 

of primary economic agents cannot affect the production capability of the economy. It 

is the sprit of models of large economies to exclude above mentioned possibility, and 

we consider (Y.3) to be a very reasonable requirement. 

We say that a firm structure ~l~5p is regular if, given an increasing sequence 
(C,,),, in ~f with U~C~=A and a positive integer n, there exist lan integer k;~n and 

Ake~:Jr such that AkCCk and };(Ck¥Ak)=0. We may restrict ourselves to the set 
~P.C~ of competitive firm structures which are regular. But depending upon the (T-

algebra ~, ~P･ could range from y.=5P to the other extreme, that is, ~p･={~} 
with ~= { {a} I a eA}. Nevertheless, one may choose to work with 5P･ in which case 

the set 5p･ may be "small." Or, one may choose a particular (r-algebra ~ so that 

one has ~P=5P･･ Here we choose to work under a weaker condition (Y.4) which 
restricts jointly the cr-algebra y (implicitly) and the manner in which production sets 

are assigned to various firms. 

We assume 

(Y.5) Y(A) is closed and convex. 

The first half of this assumption says, that if vectors arbitrarily close to J are in 

the mean production set of the economy Y(A), then so is j. In our present context this 

means that if vectors arbitrarily close to J represent possible aggregate productions of 

the economy, measured in units per capita, then there is a firm structure ~le5p under 

1'vhich ~ itself represents a possib]e aggregate production of the economy. The remaining 

half of the assumption implies nonincreasing returns to scale with respect to the marketed 

inputs. 

The correspondence Y:y-R' can be shown to have additional properties stated 
bel ow : 

Lemma 3.4: (]) Let C be a set in y with ,)(C)=1. Then, Y(C)=Y(A). 
(2) If (C~),, is an increasing sequence i,1 J~ such that U ~C~=A, then lim~ sup Y(C~) = 

Y(A). 

Here if (S^)~ is a sequence of subsets of RI, then lim,, sup S^ is the set of all points 

;-' in Rl such that every neighborhood of J intersects infinitely many S~. 

Now, for each price vector p e Rl, define S(p) = {j~~ Y(A) I p'j=maxp' Y(A)} . S(p) 

represents the supply set of the economy under the market price vector p. Since we are 
only interested in those price vectors for which the total profit is finite, we can restrict 

ourselves to the set P={p~R! I ~]i=1Pi= l} n(acY(A))', where acH denotes the asymp-
totic cone of H and (H)' the polar of H, .considering normalization of price vectors. 
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Then we define PY={pe P I S(p)~c}, PY+ ={peEPY I max p' Y(A)>0}, and P+=PY+ U 
int P. 

We assume 

(Y.6) For every p in PY+, the set S(p) is bounded. 

(Y.7) If (~~, C^)^ is a finite sequence in R+ x ~ such that ~]~~~Xc ~ 7A, where xc(a) = l 

if aeC, and =0 if aeEC; then ~]~)･~Y(C~)c Y(A). 

Our balancedness assumption (Y.7) is consistent with the properties of Y: ~-Rl 
obtained in the lemma 3.2 and the proposition 3.3. It is known that the superadditivity 

of I' is short of guaranteeing the balancedness even if Y(A) is convex. If we define 
vp(C) = supp' Y(C) for each C in ~~f and p in PY, we can replace (Y.7) by a weaker as-

sumption : 

(Y 7!) If (1~, C~)^ Is a finrte sequence m R X ~ such that ~ 1~ Xc~~zA and if p is 
in PY, then ~Jyl~;,~vp(C^)~max p' Y(A). + ~ . . ' 

Assumption (Y.6) is a technical one. It is satisfied, for example, if Y(A) is a cone 

or strictly convex. Economic meanings of the balancedness assumption such as (Y.7) 

have not been well understood in economics. However, (Y.7/) is the minimal requirement 

for the model to have a "reasonable" profit distribution. 

4. Formation of Firm Structure and Profit Distribution Among Primary Economic 

Agents 

In this section we are going to see which firm structure is realized and how profits 

are distributed among the primary economic agents under the given market price vector 
p in PY. Perhaps at this point we should call to our attention that it is not appropriate 

to say, in the strict sense of the words, that this type of model explains the formation 

of firms in a market economy. For, even under a fixed firm structure ~r, it may be the 

case that some firms are producing nothing, which is traditionally interpreted as saying 

that some firms are out of existence. J
 
f
-
'
 

Let pepY and JeS(p). Take ~*e~p and ye~PYy. such that y=j. Then, 

we have p'y(F)=supp' Yf' (F) for Tf'~a,e. Fin ~*. Indeed, one has max p' Y(A)= 
p.J y=Jf p'y. Itfollows that Jy P'y~supp'JCJr'Yf'=supJ ,p. Yf'=Jsupp' Yf' 

f [see Hildenbrand (1974, p.63)]. On the other hand, since y is in ~PYf" we have supp' Yy. 

(F)~:p'y(F) for ,-f' ~a.e. F in ~*. It fol]ows that Jsup p' Yf'=Jf'p'y, and sup p' 

YJr'(F)=p'y(F) for Tf'~a,e. F in ~*. 
r
 We also have J ~P'ydtf' = sup p' Y(C) for every C in ~f' where ~;e:~f' is such 

r
 that C=U~;. Suppose we had J~5P'ydl:f'<sup p.Y(C) for some C in ~fJr" Then by 

r ~: where definition of Y(C) there exists ~rl in 5pc such thatJ~P'yd-,y,<supp f 
' ~:)IdTf*' 

e;1 is in ~~f* and U~;1=C. Define a firm structure f by ~={FeNIFe~;1 or 
Fe ~* n (A¥C)} where ~* n (A¥C) = {F~E ~* I FCA¥C} . Then by (1) of the proposition 
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1 J1 , 2,1, ~;1 ' ' ~; YJrdTJr ~; Yf dTJfl, and rs m ~]f' and we have, by lemma 3.1, 

S - = ~; Yfd,f ~; Yf'dTJr' where ~52 =Prf(A¥C)=Pr~=' (A¥C) belongs to both ~]f 

r
 

f
 

and LJT]~r" Now.J~;2P'ydT~r'=p'J~2ydlrf='=sup p'J~; Yf'drf'=sup p' ~5 Y~rdTj-' 

J
 

using p'y(F) = sup p' YJr'(F) TJr'~a,e. Fin f:*. Hence we must have sup p' YJrd ~f = 
~r f

 
f
 

J
 

C YJrd ,-Jr + p ' Yj-d ,-j- = sup (~. P' Yfd,-f+ sup ~;1 P' Yfdrf' = sup p ' J ~~2 sup 

f r YJrdrf=supp' ~5 J
 

f
 

f
 

Yf'drJr'+supp' ~ Yfld +-fl > sup p Y~f' d *-~r' = sup p ' J ~;1 2 
C
 p'J .yd*-f" contradicting the way y and f* have been chosen. 

f Given a price vector p ~ pY, the coalition C of primary economic agents can realize 
at most the profit vp(C)=sup p' Y(C), by forming the suitable set of firms among them-

selves. Thus, a sidepayment game (A. J~, vp) is defined for any given pepY. By the 
proposition 3.3 the correspondence Y is superadditive. It follows that vp:yH.R+ is a 

superadditive. Hence it makes sense to talk about the core of the game (A, ~, vp). 
Let us define ~p(p) = {peba(A, ~) I p(A) = vp(A) and p(C);~vp(C) for all C in ~~f} for 

p in PY. Here ba(A, ~f) denotes the space of all bounded finitely additive scalar func-

tions defined on ~ We denote by ca(A, ~) the space of all countably additive scalar 

functions defined on ~f [see Dunford and Schwartz (1958, pp. 160-161)]. 

~(p) denotes the core of the side-payment game (A. J~, vp). It has the properties 

shown below: 

Lelnma 4.1 Let p be in PY and y, f* be chosen as above. 
(1) ~(p) is nonempty. 

(2) ~(p)Cca (A, ~). 
(3) Each member of ~(p) is absolutely continuous with respect to the measu"e ,,. 

C
 (4) If p is a Inember qf ~(p), then p(C)=J~;P'ydTf' for C in yf' }t'ith C= 

U~; and e;eE~f" 

By (2) and (3) of this lemma every member p of ~(p) is countably additive and 
absolutely continuous with respect to the measure s'. Therefore, p adimts the Radon-

Nikodym derivative [see Dunford and Schwartz (1954, Theorem 111. 10.2, p. 176)] IT e 

L1(A, ~, v), i.e., p(C)=f 7Td,, for every C in ~ Thus ~(p) can be regarded as a 
c
 

subset of L1(A, J~, ,,). Here, L1(A, J~r, ,)) denotes the set of equivalence classes of ,;-in-

tegrable real-valued functions defined on A. We shall use the notation Ll(A, ~, L, ; Rl) 

to denote the set of equivalence classes of l)-integrable functions from A into Rl [see 

Dunford and Schwartz (1945, pp. I19-125)]. 

The following proposition summarizes our remarks above: 

Proposition 4.2 Let p be in Py. Under( Y.1)-( Y.7) there exist f* in 5P, y in 2;:YJr" 

and a nonempty subset ~(p) of Ll(A, ~, ~,) such that for every lr in ~(p) we have 

(1) p'y(F)=supp' Yf'(F) for TJr'~a.e. F in ~* 

(2) J p'ydTf'=maxp'Y(A), 
f ' 
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(3) fc'~'di,= Je;P'ydr~-' for every C in yJr' }vith ~; in ~f' such tllat C= U~;. 

This proposition can be given the following economic interpretation. Given a vector 

of market prices p ~~ PY, for inputs and outputs, any coalition of primary economic 

agents that possesses entrepreneurial resources will be able to determine whether the 
utilization of those resources in production will yield a positive surplus. If it will do so, 

it may become an active firm. As such, it decides what arrangement of production makes 

its surplus, or profits, a maximum. This most profitable arrangement is determined by 

the production set which in turn depends upon entrepreneurial factors provided by the 

primary economic agents organizing the firm; consequently its demand for factors and 

supply of products are determined and so is the amount of surplus or profits of the 
agents. Under these circumstances it is natural to interpret that a firm structure ~l* is 

formed among primary economic agents and that productions of producing agents under 
this firm structure are given by a production plan y. Indeed, almost every producer in 

~l* maximizes its profits subject to its production set under the production plan y, i.e., 

p.y(F) = sup p. Yf'(F) for ,-Jr'~a.e F in ~l* ; the distribution of profits among primary 

agents as returns to their entrepreneurial resources is given by a function lr : A-R+ in 

~f(p). The profit distribution ,-, is compatible with the production plan y. And there 

is no incentive on any part of primary economic agents to alter this distribution by 

forming a new set of firms among themselves. 

5. C0,17petitive Equilibrium 

An exchange economy ~~ : (A, J~, ~,)-~XRI together with a family of production 
set correspondences of ~ into R' for each firm structure ~~~a~le5p is called a production 

econonlJ; n'ith competitive fir,n structures or simply a (competitive) production economy and 

is denoted by ( ~: (YJr)feJ~)･ Since the mean production set correspondence of the eco-
nomy exhibits superadditivity, the way in which total profits are divided in equilibrium 

becomes part of the notion of equilibrium itself. We adopt the notion of equilibrium 
proposed independently by Boehm (1972), Oddou (1972), and Sondermann (1974) for our 

model of production with competitive firm structures. 
The competitive equilibrium of a production economy with competitive firm structures 

is given by a price vector p*, a consumption plan f*, a competitive firm structure ~c~~~ 

a production plan y* and a profit distribution l~*, which satisfy certain conditions. 

(E.1) f*(a)~c(a, p*, p*.e(a)+1r*(a)), l)-a.e, in A . 

(E.2) 1) p* .y*(F) = sup p* . YJr'(F) , rJr'~a.e. in jarl* . J
 
J
r
'
 

2) p* . y*(F) = max p* . Y(A) ' 

J
 

lr*= e;P*.y*d'-Jr' for (C, e;)eE(yJ~~~" ~~f') such that ~= 
c
 f
 

2) c~*~~vp'(C) for every CeJ~: 

(E'4) l) ' Jr'y*+JAe j
 

f * ~ 

A JA ･J * ~r' IA -2) p * y*+p ' e *. f*=p 
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The conditions (E.1), (E.2), and (E.4) are familiar. The condrtron (E 3) l) requlres 

that the aggregate profits distributed over a coalition C of primary economic agents, 

measured in units per capita of all the primary agents, should equal to the sum of profits, 

measured in the same way, attained by the firms formed by the coalition C at the equi-

librium. The condition (E.3) 2) requires that there should be no incentive for any coalition 

of primary economic agents to alter the firm structure of the economy realized at the 

equilibrium. 

Given a production economy with competitive firm structures ( ~: ( YJr)f~:y), a com-

petitive equilibrium of ( ~~~, (Yf)f~y) is a quintuple (p*, f*, f*, y* IT*) ~(R~¥{O}. 2~x, 

~P, L1(~l*, ~]Jr', Tf'; Rl). L1(A, ~, ~,)) which satisfies conditions (E.1)-(E.4). f* is 

called a competitive allocation. 

For technical reasons we introduce t'ne notion of a co"rpetitive quasi-eqtiilibrium, 

which is defined as above, but (E.1) replaced by 

(E.1/) f*(a)~c(a, p*, p*.e(a)+,-.*(a)), ,,-a.e. in A . 

In this case f* is called a quasi-competitive allocation. 

For the relations between these two concepts of equilibrium one can refer to Debreu 

(1962) or Hildenbrand (1970). 

Let (p*, f*, ~l*, y* 2T*) be a competitive equilibrium of a production economy 
J f ' 

with competitive firm structures ( ~~, ( Yy)JreJ7)' If we set ~* = y*dTf" then we can 

easily verify that (f*, ~*, ,-.*) satisfies the conditions of an equilibrium in Sondermann's 

production economy (1974) where his superadditive production set correspondence 
Y: J~- Rl js interpreted as the mean production set correspondence of the economy. 

We now state our main result: 
Theorem 5.1: Let ( ~~, ( Yf)f~y) be a production economy with competitivefirm st,'uctures 

satisfying (X.1)-(X.3), ( Y.1)-(Y.7), 

(Z.1) acY(A)nR~={O} . 
(Z.2) acY(A)n -acY(A)={O}, and 
(Z.3) {acY(A)+e(a)} nX(a)~c, ,)-a.e. in A . 
Then, there exists a competitive quasi-equilibrium of ( ~~, ( Yf)f~y)-

IV. Col'e and Competitive Allocations of a Production 

Economy with Competitive Firm Structures 

1. Core Allocations 

An allocation f.' A-RI is called attainable with respect to a firm structure J~leE ~P, 

if JAf~ JAe+ JJrYf' Let ( ~~, (Yf)y~y) be a competitive production economy. An allo-

cation f is said to be attainab!e for the economy, or simply attainable, if there exists a 

firm structure ~le5p with respect to which f is attainable: in other words, f is attain-

able if 

r
 

JA fe J Ae+ Y(A) . 
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An allocation f is dominated via coalition C of primary economic agents, if there 

exists another allocation g such that 

(C.1) g(a) >.f(a), ,,-a.e. in C; 

c r (C.2) ,,(C)>0 and JcgeJe+Y(C) 

The set of all attainable allocations for the production economy ( ~: (Yf)f~f) that are 

not dominated via any coalition of primary economic agents is called the core of the 
economy ( ~~, ( Yy)fe~~)-

It is easy to show the following: 

Proposition 1.1: Every competitive allocation belongs to the core of ( ~~, ( YJr)Jre~)-

Proof: Let (p, f ~~, y, Ir)e~(R~¥{O}, ~;:x, 5P, L1(~r ~f"~f; Rl), Ll(A, J~, 2))) be 

a competitive equilibrium of ( ~~, (Yf)fey)･ According to (E.4) l) of the definition of a 
competitive equilibrium, fis attainable. Suppose that f is dominated via coalition C with 

,,(C)>0. This means that there exist an allocation ge~~x, a firm structure ~i/ e: ~pc 

and a production assignment ye~:Yf' such that 

(1) g(a) >.f(a) , 2'-a.e. in C 

(2) C = C = SprJr'(C) yd TJr' Jcg Jce+~ where ~ 

From (1) and (E.1) it follows that, l'-a,e. in C, 

(3) p'e(a)+1T(a)<p'g(a), 

which implies 

C r r (4) JcP'e+Jc~<JcP'g 

Since p eR~ and z ~E Y(C), (2) implies 

C C (5) p.Jcg-p.Jce=p.z~supp.Y(C) 

J
 

(4) and (5) imply . Y(C), a contradiction to (E.3) 2) . lr < sup p 
c
 

Q.E.D. 

Unfortunately we cannot hope to establish the converse of this proposition. Indeed 

V. Boehm (1973) has given an example of production economy with an atomless measure 
space of economic agents and a superadditive mean production set correspondence, in 
which an allocation in the core need not be a competitive allocation. Since the mean 
production set correspondence generated in a production economy with competitive firm 
structures is in fact superadditive, as shown in the proposition 111.3.3. Boehm's example 

does app]y to economies considered here. 
In a production model, in which a microeconomic description of the production sector 

is not given, it is not possible to probe into economic factors working as an obstacle to 

obtaining the equivalence between the core and the set of competitive allocations. Nor 

is it possible to see, even on an intuitive basis, to what extent a core allocation "can 
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be" a competrtrve auocation. Although we cannot give a full answer to these questions, 

we shall turn our attention to the problem for a possible answer. For this purpose we 

shall introduce the concept of production economy with a fixed firm structure. 

2. Production Economy With a Fixed Firm Structure 

Given a competitive production economy ( ~: ( Yf)f~EJr), we define a competitive pro-

duction economy with a fixed firm structure ~l~E 5P by ( ~Jr, Yf) where ~y rs the map 

from (A, yJr, !)f) into ~xRl defined by ~~Jr(a) = ~(a) for every a eA. A production 

economy ( ~iy, Yf) may be interpreted as an economy in which the only possible firm 

structure is ~r Thus, feasible coalitions of primary economic agents are restricted to 

those in yf as the result of formation of "syndicates" among primary economic agents 

for the purpose of production. 

The mean production set correspondence of such an economy is given by the mean 
production set correspondence of the economy with a firm structure ~r i,e., by 
Yf- : J~ff~ Rl, which is already defined in the section 111. 3. As shown there Yf' is countably 

additive and );f~continuous. Therefore, as in the production economy of W. Hil-
denbrand (1970), the individual profit distribution can be defined unambiguously. Indeed, 

we define for every coalition of primary economic agents Cin ~ff pr(C, p) = supp' Yf(C) 

for each price vector p. It is easily checked that pJr('. P) is countably additive on yJr' 

Further, pf(" p) is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure ~'f' Consequently, 

by the Radon-Nikodym Theorem, there exists an yJr~measurable function lrf(" p) of A 

J
 

into R such that for every coalition Ce~f we have pJ7(C, p) = ITJr(', P)･ The func-
c
 

tion IFJr(', P) determines an individual profit distribution for the economy ( ~f' YJr) 

uniquely up to ,Jf~equivalence. 

Given a firm structure f* eE ~P, a competitive equilibrium of ( ~~f" Yf') is a triplet 

(p*, f*, y*) ~E(R~¥{O} , ~;x, ~PY .) satisfying the conditions (E.1), (E.2) 1) and 2), (E. 

f 3) 1), and (E.4) l) and 2), where ~*(a) is replaced by lrf-'(a, p*) as defined above, Y(A) 

by Y!~'(A), and (A, ~, ,)) by (A, yj-., L,Jr')' A competitive quasi-equilibrium of ( ~'f" 

Yj-.) is defined as above with the exception of (E.1) which is replaced by (E,1/). An 
allocation f: A-RI is said to be attainab!e for ( ~~f" Yf') if it is attainable with respect 

to the firm structure ~*. The definition of the core allocations of ( ~f" YJr') is the 

same as that of ( ~~, (Yy)yey) except that we replace Y(C) in (C.2) by YJr'(C) and that 

coalitions are restricted to those belonging to ~f" that is, the measure space (A. J~~, !') 

is replaced by (A, yf" "f')' 
The proof of the proposition 1.1 with some minor changes establishes the following: 

Proposition 2.1: Let ~* ~5p. Every competitive allocation of ( ~~f" Yf') belongs to 
the core of ( ~~~r', YJr')' 

Moreover, we can establish the following result without difficulty. 

Theorem 2.2: Let gi* e5p, and assume that the measure space (A, J~rJr', ~;f') is atom-

less. Then, every allocation in the core of ( ~~Jr'. Yf') is a competitive quasi-equilibrium 

of ( ~~f., Yf')' 

This result follows from a basic result of W. Hildenbrand (1974, Theorem l, pp. 
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216-9) if we replace Y by Yj-. and (A, ~~, ,)) by (A, ~;f" )'f')' On the other hand, it 

extends his result in the following sense. Let us interpret the production set correspon-

dence Y:~f-RI in the Hildenbrand model of a production economy as the mean 
production set correspondence. Since it is assumed to be countably additive, convex-

valued, and :)-continuous, it follows from Hildenbrand (1974, Theorem 8, p. 77) that 

(C ~ r
 there is a correspondence r of A into Rl ,such that J cr CY(C), and cl~Jcr)=cl(Y(C)) 

for every Ce~. The correspondence r : AH'RI can be regarded as the production set 

assignment to each primary economic agent as a production unit. Thus the Hildenbrand 

model of a production economy may be considered as a competitive production economy 
with the fixed firm structure ~~ { {a} I aeA}. In this sense the Hildenbrand's produc-

tion economy is a Hicksian economy with a continuum of agents. The theorem above 
gives a more general statement than does Theorem I of Hildenbrand (1974, p. 216). It 

says that whenever the firm structure of an economy is fixed, the set of core allocations 

is contained in the set of quasi-competetitive allocations. In an economy where a com-
petitive quasi-equilibrium is actually a competitive equilibrium, the set of core allocations 

exactly equals that of competitive allocations so far as the firm structure of the economy 

is fixed. 

The existence of a competitive quasi-equilibrium of ( ~Jr, Yy) for ~~~5p can be 

proved without difficulty using Sondermann (1974, Lemma 8.1, pp. 286-7) under the as-

sumptions (X.1)-(X.3), (Y.1), (Y.2), 

(Y.5/) Yf(A) is closed, 

and (Z.1.)-(Z.3) in which Y(A) is replaced by Yf(A). 

3. A Remark on the Core Allocations 

From now on we restrict ourselves to the set of allocations of an economy ( ~~, 

(YJr)y~y) that are ~f~measurable for each ~~~E5P･ Given an allocation f: A-RI in 
the core of ( ~~, ( Yf)f~J7), there is a firm structure ~* e5p with respect to which f 
is attainable, i,e:' JAfeE JAe+Jj_ Yy.. It follows that the allocationfalso belongs to the 

set of core allocations of the production economy ( ~~f" Yy.). According to the theo-
rem 2.2, f is a quasi-competitive allocation of ( ~f" Yf')' Therefore, there exist a price 

vector p and a production assignment y: ~*~Rl such that (p, y, f) is a competitive 
quasi-equilibrium of ( ~'f" Yf')' Nevertheless, under the market price vector p, the 

economy may be able to do better with a different firm structure, that is, it is possible 

that the total profit~ p'J y under the firm structure f:* is less than the maximum 

f ' 

possible, i.e., p' f J f ' 
y<maxp'Y(A). If we do have the equality p'Jsr'y=maxp Y(A) 

however, it can be easily checked that p, f, ~*, y, and ,-, e ~(p) give rise to a com-

petitive quasi-equilibrium of the economy ( ~~, (Yf)f~y)-

More specifically, Iet 5pf be the set of competitive firm structures with resp,ect to 

which an allocation f is attainable. Let Wf[~l be the set of ordered pairs (p, y) eR~¥ 
{O} +~PYJr such that (p, y, f) is a competitive quasi-equilibrium of ( ~~f' YJr)' Then, 
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given　an　a11ocation∫in　the　core　of（笥（γ8）ダ∈夕），∫is　a　quasi－competitive　al1ocation　of

（蟹（γ8一）8∈夕）if　there　exist　a　nrm　structureダ＊∈。g∫and　a　pair（ρ＊，γ＊）∈W∫【ダ＊1

・…t…ρ・・レー…ρ・・榊・
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ノーアP捌V1）1X

1．　1〕70qグ　　qグ1〕roρo∫’〃o刀　2■1

　　（1）　6∈Σア、imp1ies　that〃ア、一1（6）＝1〕1ダ，1i（6）∈y　It　fo11ows　that6∈Σ8里．

　　（2）　Let夙＼c至and砺里＼c，be　partitions　ofノ＼C2and　C2＼01，consisting　of　e1ements

of〃respe6tively．Set61＝1〕71、（C1）（＝｛F∈珂］C1∩F≠φ｝）．Note　that　as珂∈タc，

we　have　C1＝〃ア、一1（61）．Now　de丘ne　a丘rm　structure琢by珂≡61U夙＼c里∪砺王＼c、．

Then，珂∈夕．　By（1）we　have61∈Σア、．Sincc〃ダ里一1（砺，＼c、）≡C2＼C、∈以one　has

62≡61U砺里＼c、∈Σユァ，andアr1，’1（62）＝C2．　Thereforc，巧∈yc、．　Since　e1be1ongs

toΣ∫，，it　fol1ows　that　one　has巧∈タc，and巧∈［列c、．

　　（3）　Let夙＼c，Uc里be　a　partition　of＾（C1U　C2）consisting　of　e1ements　of〃De－

ine　弄61U62U拓＼c，Uc，．　Then炎8．　By　de丘nitionダbe1ongs　to　yc，Uc里．
Since　one　has61，62⊂ダit　fo11ows　from（1）61，62∈Σ1．　Hence，we　also　have

61U62∈Σダ。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ρ．亙D．

2。　一Progブψ■Lαη〃一α3．1

・・tlも・i・／、蛛8。；t…t・…i・γ・i・外・…t…フー／。〃1〃・・1・・

ノ2：即”by乃（F）＝γ1（F）for　F　in－6and乃（F）≡0othe正wise．　Let3be　a　Bore1set

in凧　By　measurability　ofハ，6∩ア1－1（B）belongs　toΣ1、．Since　one　has，by　de丘nition

ofγ2，6∩乃■1（B）＝6∩乃一1（B）⊂巧，（1）of　the　I〕roposition2．1implies　that6∩乃’1（B）

belongs　toΣ∫呈．Then血om　tlle　deinition　ofγ2it　fol1ows　tl1atγ2－1（B）belongs　toΣ8里，

showing　the　measureabi1ity　ofル　Also　by　the　deOnition　one　has（i）γ2（F）∈レ，（F）for

1が巳i・恥・（ii）／、〃1ア1－／、〃1乃1t・・ll…t・・り・i・i・外、・・・…
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…アー／、1細・・…f…フ・・・・・…／、γダ。∂18。・i・・・・・…i・t・・・・・…t・・

role　of　indices1and2，we　have　completed　the　proo£

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2．且D．

3．　Proρブ9ブ五3〃一〃吻3．2

　　（1）・i・・・・・・・…∈甘）・・・・・・…∈ダ…灰8αit・・11・…∈／、γ8∂1ダ

where6＝〃ア（C）．　Therefore　one　has　O∈γ（C）．　Ifリ（C）＝O，thenτ8（6）＝0．　It　fo11ows

／、ルー・・・・・・…γ∈助1・・・・・・・・…t・i・・珂・）一／・／i・1（・）一α

　　（2）　Given珂∈。gc、，by（2）of　thc　proposition2．1，there　exists巧∈。gc，such

t・・t刷凧…i・t…t・…it・t・・1・㎜…1i・・li・・t・・t／、‘81∂1斤／、、レ壬・1ダ・・

・・・・…∈Σ∫1・Σア呈・…∪・・一・・…t・・一〃ダ・（・…1）・・i・・・・・・・…∈／、里γ∫里∂11・

it・・11…／、1レ1∂18・⊂／、、U、、昧ダ里・・…畑・・…t・i・・珂・・）⊂岬・

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ρ1．D．

4。　一Prog／ψ1〕roρo∫〃ゴo〃　3．3

　　Let　C1and　02be　any　di旬oint　sets　in　Jγ　Letフ1belongs　toγ（01）andフ2to　ア（C2）．

We　need　to　show　thaけ1＋フ2is　inγ（C1UC2）．By　denniti㎝s　ofγ（0ユ）and　r（C2）one　has

ア・∈／、、γ81・1ダ。・…フ・∈／、，蛛ダ王・・・・・…珂∈夕・1，砺∈夕・≡・・・・…。∈Σ1。，

62∈Σ：ダ”U61：C1，and∪62＝02．By（3）oftheproposition2．1thereexists夕ξ夕c1Uc、

・…山・t馳∈Σダ・・…it・・11・・・・…t・・1・㎜・…1・…／、干∫∂1ダー／、、㌦・∂18・

…／沙∂1戸／、、γダ・・1〃・・…f・・ら・・・…肺・∈／、、U、，映刈・・…）・

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2．万。D．

5．　1〕1．ogブψ1二2〃一〃一α3．4

　　（1）・・t・・・…ti・洲it・1（・）一1…t同ノ）；t・・・・・・・…フーレ・・

someダ∈。g　andγ∈身8．By（Y．3）there　exist　a丘rm　structureダ1∈8c　andヅ∈助8。

・…t・・t・・・…フーレ…i…列・i・舳・・・…i・t・…t・∈Σダ・…t・・t

・・・・…一〃〆1（・）・1t・。・・・・・…1ダ’（・）一1…ア・一1（・）一1（・）一1t・・t∫8、〃1戸

／。〃1”一・・・・・…ら…此t・i・・t・・け∈／、γ”∂1ア・⊂岬・・t・・舳・・・・・・…（・）

of　the　lemma3．2we　haveγ（0）⊂y（ノ）．It　fo11ows　that珂C）＝y（ノ）ifリ（C）＝1．

　　（2）　Let（C咀）“be　an　increasing　sequen㏄in　y　such　that　U，C、＝■．　Let　J7be　a

frm　structure　in．g．By（Y．4）there　exist　a　frm　structureダ1inエg，a　subsequence

（C此）止of　the　sequence（C。）〃with　U此C此＝ノ，and　an　associated　sequence（ノ此）此inル。such

t・・t・・・…／！一し、γ＾⊂・わ…1（㈱一・・・・・…た・・i・i・・1i・・1（M）一
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1（ノ）・1t・・ll・・・…叫・）t・・t・・・…／U此、止γ”一し、γ∫’・・…〃ダ・■’（・1）一ノ1…

…巾・・・・…1ダ・（・1・1）一1（M）一・・…ル（炸／、此γダ・一γダ・（M）一

／∪此、ざダ・一・ダμ）…眺）⊂岬⊂岬i・・1・t・・t・・’（ノ）一洲⊂1i・・…

r（C、，）．Sincethisistrueforeachダin夕，oneobtainsy（ノ）＝Urダ（λ）⊂1im蜆supr（C”）。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　jr∈夕
　　On　the　other　hand　by（Y．5）and（2）of　the　lemma3．2one　has1im蜆sup　r（C．I）⊂y（■）．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ρ．万。D．

6．1〕11ogブ9ブエε朋榊α4．1

　　（1）　（Y．7）implies　the　ba1ancedness　of伽　　Hence，冨（ρ）is　nonempty［see　Kamai

（1969）or　Schmeid1er（1967）1．

　　（2）　Letμbe　in冒（ρ）and（C蜆）。be　an　increasing　sequence　in　y　with　U血C。＝人

Then　by　dennition　of冨（ρ），one　has伽（C＾）≦μ（C“）≦μ（■）＝ソρ（■）for　every〃＝1，2，…．

Now（2）of　the　lemma3－4imp1ies　thatソρ（C蜆）tends　to伽（ノ）．Th11s，μ（C蜆）converges　to

μ（ノ）．　Therefore，μis　countab1y　additive．

　　（3）　Let　C　be　a　set　in　y　withリ（C）＝O．（1）of　the1emma3．4implies　that伽（＾C）＝

伽（ノ）．Hence，one　has　O≦μ（C）＝μ（■）一μ（〈C）≦vρ（ノ）一ソρ（＾C）＝0；that　is，μis　abso－

1ute1y　continuous　with　respect　to　the　measureリ・

　　（4）　Letμbe　an　element　of　g（p）．　Suppose　there　were　C∈J冷．with6∈Σ8．

…∪・一・・…t・・tμ（・）・／、〃1ダ・・…舳i・Mg（・い・・…μ（・）・

・炸…州・）一／、〃∂1ハ…μ（■）一…州■）一レ・バ・・・・…ら・・…1・

・…レ・γ一μ（■）一μ（κ）・μ（・）・し、、ρ・加・／、ρ・〃1〆レ・ハ…吐

tradiction． ρ．万．D．

7．〃oψψ伽τ加orε㎜

　　The　proof　is　a　simp1e　and　straightforward　app1ication　of　the　existence　proo偽em－

ployed　by　D．Sondermam（1974），and　T．Ichiishi（1977）、

1二α〃伽o7．1：工勿K⊂1〕十be　a　compact　set　in〃．Then，the　set

　　　　　　　冷＝｛フ∈r（λ）1ρ・フ≧o伽∫o㎜り∈K｝

なC0岬0α加〃、

〃oψ：　See　Sondcrmam（1974，Lemma6．3（1），p．278）。

Coro〃〃γ7．2：Z加ω〃ε卯o”伽cθ■→8（ρ）応co〃εx一伽∂co〃o伽o1〃伽∂W〃
5θ〃一co〃加〃o〃∫（〃．J．c．）o〃舳り・co㎜μα舳あMKげ1〕十．

〃oげ：Bythele㎜a7．l　S（p）iscontainedinthecompactset冷．Therefore，thecorol－
1ary　fo11ows　f［om　Debreu（1959，3．5（3））．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ρ．E．1）．

工ε’η〃一〇　7．3：　工εf　K⊂1〕十　わθ　co〃一ρσc’．　二1「吻ε〃，　1乃θ1‘ε　θx加κ〃＞0∫〃c乃　1乃σ’，ノb’■εリαツ　0　’”
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~f and for any p, q in K, one has 

l vp(C)-vq(C) J ~ I I p-q I I M. 

Proof See Sondermann (1974 Lemma 6 3(2), pp. 278-279). 

Proof of Theorem 5.1 

1. Let 6 be an arbitrary positive number and K an arbitrary compact subset of P+. 

Set ~/(p) = co U ~p(q), where co H denotes the convex hu]1 of H, and define a cor-
q~:K 

n p-q ll <a 

respondence Cd,K:KH'Ll(A, ~~, ~,) by C6.K(P) = clW(p). Then, Ca,K rs strongly lower 
semi-continuous (1,s,c.) on K, convex-valued, and strongly closed-valued. Hence, by 
Michael (1956), there exists a strongly continuous selection, ITa,K:KH>L1(A, ~, ,)) with 

7ta,K(P) eE C,~,K(P) for every p in K. 

Now, for every p in K and every lra,K(P) in C3,K(P), we have 

Alra,K(P)(a),,(da) - AITP(a)1'(da) 

~ Il JCA ,,a,K(P)-~iaiJA I ･J ･ -JAlrp , lrqi + ~]ia, Alrq 

where ~iailTqi e W(p) with ai;~O for each i and ~]iai=1 approximates sTa,K(P) and 
lrpe~(p). Indeed, since lra,K(P) belongs to the closure of W(p) in the strong topology, 

we can pick an element IT in W(p) which is arbitrarily close to lca,K(P) in the strong 

topology; then, by definition of W(p), IT can be written as ~iailrqi With lrqi in ~(qi), 

qi in K, and I I p-qi I I < ~ for each i. Hence, the first term in the right hand-side of 

the above inequality can be made arbitrarily small. On the other hand, by the lemma 
r
 7.3, there exists a positive number MK Such that J A(ItP-Fq) ~ I I p -q I IMK for any p, q 

in K. Then 

f i-1 , l- i ･IJ -i-- [ (,* q '' p) ~i a i -,p <~a, A A rq A 
~~]iai I I qi-P I I MK< aMK. 

ITa K(P)(a));(da) - J A~p(a),'(da) I < ~ MK Therefore, we have 
A
 

2. Let (Pk)k~l be an increasing sequence of nonempty, convex, compact subsets of 

the interior of P such that UkPk=int P. By the lemma 7.1 the set Ypk is compact for 

every k. Hence, by the lemma 7.3, for each k there exists a positive number Mk such 

that, for any p, q in Pk, one has I vp(C)-vq(C) I ~ Ilp-q ll Mk for every C in ~ Now, 

take a decreasing sequence (6k)k of positive numbers so that akH'O and akMk<1lk for 

each k. Set Ck=Cak, Pk, and ITPk=7rak, Pk(p). Then by the previous step one obtains 

A Irp l IJ J A7rp I < l/k for every p in Pk . 
For each k, Iet Uk be the least closed convex cone, with vertex O, containing Pk, and 

let Tk denote its dual cone, i,e., Tk=(Uk)'. Define a sequence of correspondences Fk 

from Pk into Tk by 
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f
A
 

Fk( p) = Gk( p) - S(p) - e - (1 /k, ..., I Ik) 

where 

C
 

Gk( p) = J A ~'f (a, p, p' e(a) + ,-, pk(a)),;(da) . 

It is easy to check that Fk is u.s,c, on Pk (using the corollary 7,2), nonempty-valued, con-

vex- and compact-valued, and that for every ~ in Fk(p), p' ~~o. Therefore, for every 
k, there exists pk in Pk, by Debreu (1956), such that TknFk(pk) ~ c. This means that, 

for each k, there exist a price vector pk in Pk, a consumption plan fk in ~~x, and a 

total production ~k in S(pk) such that 

fk(a)eE~'L(a, pk, Pk'e(a)+1rpk (a)) , ~,-a.e. in A, 

- C r z =JAfk-fk-JAe-(ljk,..., 1lk) e Tk. 

r
 Put ;~'~'k=JAfk. By the same argument as in Sondermann (1974, p. 283) we can 

show that (ik)k and (jk)k are bounded. Therefore, we can extract convergent subsequences, 

still denoted by the index k, such that 

C
 limkJAfk=b, Iimkjk=J, IimkPk P~ 

By Debreu (1962, Lemma 3), j is in S(p*) and hence p* is in PY. 

3. Put K={pl' p2' "'}U{P*}. K is compact in P+. Hence by the lemma 7.3 there 
exists a positive number M such that for any pk in K 

l vp'(C)-vpk(C) I <III;~ pkllM for every C m ~ 

Let (Cn)n be an arbitrarily chosen decreasing sequence in ~ such that nnCn=~. Fix 
e > o arbitrarily. Since one has limkPk=p*, there is an integer kl such that I Ip* -pk I I < 

ejM for k~kl' Then for any C in yone has I vp.(C)-vpk(C) I <e for k;~kl' Let k2 

be such that 1lk<e for k;~k2' Put k0=max (kl' k2)' Then, for k~ko' vp.(A¥Cn)~2e< 
vpk(A¥Cn) ~ e ~JA¥cn'Pk~e <JCA¥cn"Pkk' Therefore, one obtains for all k sufficiently large 

r _ k-r _ k_r r
 l~pkk < J A,,Pk ~ I~'(A¥Cn) + 3e < vp.(A) - vp.(A¥Cn) + 2e. Since vp.(A¥C^) 

Jc^"Pk ~JA"Pk JA¥c. 

S
 

converges to vp.(A), by (2) of the lemma 3.4, lrp k converges to O uniformly in k. 
cnk 

As {1rpkk} is bounded, it follows from Dunford and Schwartz (1958, Theorem IV. 8.9, 
p. 292) that {irpkk} is weakly sequentially compact. 

4. Therefore, one can extract convergent subsequences, again denoted by the indices 

r
 k, such that limkPk=p~;, IimkJ Afk=b, Iimk Jk=feS(p*), and limk 7rpkk= rp' (weakly). De-

fine the profit distribution IF:~:AH'R+ by ~*(a)=1rp'(a) if p*.y>0, and =0 if p*.J=0. I
f
 

- Vp'(A) Il < [ J A If p* is in P~, then . Irp kl + I Alrp k- If -- - J J
 

~* 1?pk I + k Alrpk ,' A '' P 
A
 

v .(A) . Since the right hand-side of this inequality can be made arbitrarily small by 
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taking sufficiently large k, we obtain 2T*=vp.(A). One also has r e C kk+ JA JclT*+3 >Jc7rp 
Jc k 2g> 7rp +e;~vpk(C) + e ;~ vp.(C) for k sufficiently large. Therefore, IT* belongs to ~(p*) 

for p* in P~. 

Ifp* is in PY¥P~, then IF*(a)=0 for every a in A, and k J =f J + J 1;- AITPkk< A,,Pk * Irpk 
A
 

1/k for any ITPk in ~p(pk), where the last term is equal to pk'jk+1/k and converges to 

p* .~=0. Consequently, Ir* belongs to ~(p*) and lipkk converges to ,-,* strongly if p* 

is in PY¥P+Y. 

Thus, in both cases, ITPkk converges weakly to l~*, and ,,* belongs to ~(p*) 

5. We do not know, in general, whether the sequences (fk)k and (,-,pkk)k are con-

vergent in the strong topology; however, we know that both sequences are bounded 
below by a ,,-integrable function and we have shown that the sequences of their integrals 

J = ･ J ,-,pkk=1Alr*=p*.~. We now apply Fatou's lemma are convergent: Iimk Afk b, limk A 

in l-dimension [see Hildenbrand (1974. Lemma 3, p. 69)] to the sequence (fk, ITPkk)k' 

Consequently there exist a function f* of A into Rl and a function ,-, of A into R+ such 

that 

(.1) JA J f*~b and Alr ~p*.j ; 

(2) ,,-a.e. in A, (f*(a), Ic(a)) is a cluster point in Rl+1 of the sequence (fk(a), 

lz k(a))k . 
' Pk 

We shall show that 

(3) ~,-a.e. in A, ITpkk(a) converges to IT*(a). 

Put lk(C) Jc"Pkk' By the previous step, Irpkk converges to ,-, * weakly. Hence, by Dun-

ford and Schwartz (1958, IV. 13.25, p. 342) the limit limk lk(C) exists for each C in ~ 

Then by the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem [see Dunford and Schwartz (1958, Theorem 111. 
7.2. and Corollary 111. 7.3, pp. 158-159)] the set function R(C)=1imk lk(C) is countably 

additive on ~ Since {1TP k}k Is bounded, by the way Fatou's lemma is proved in 
f
 Hildenbrand (1974, pp. 69-73), we can take IF in (1) to satisfy the equality J A,,- =p*.f. 

Therefore, passing to a subsequence of (fk, Irpkk)k, we may assume that l~ is also a weak 

limit of (1rpkk)k. Then, by the uniqueness of weak limit [Dunford and Schwartz (1958, 
Lemma II. 3. 26, p. 68)], Ir* differs from IF in a ,,-null set. Hence (2) implies (3). 

We shall now show that the function f* determined in (1) has the proprty: ~;-a.e. in 

A, f=t(a) belongs to ip(a, p*, p*.e(a) + IF*(a)). Since ,,-a.e. in A, fk(a) is in X(a), which 

by assumption is a closed set, (2) implies 

(4) !)-a.e. in A,f*(a) belongs to X(a). 

For every k=1, 2, ... , we-have ,,-a.e. in A, pk'fk(a)~pk'e(a)+7tpkk(a). Thus (2) and (3) 

imply p*.f*(a) ~p*.e(a) + ,-,*(a), ~;-a.e. in A, which together with (4) proves 

(5) ),-a.e. in A, f*(a) belongs to B(a, p*, p*.e(a)+1r*(a)). 

Consider the case inf p* . X(a) <p*. e(a) + Ir*(a), i.e., there is a feasible consumption x in X(a) 
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such that p*.x<p*.e(a)+1F*(a). Thus, according to (3) we have for k large enough 
Pk'x<pk'e(a) + Irp k(a). Consequently, fk(a) ~~(a, pk. Pk'e(a)+ Irp k(a)), ,,-a,e, in A, implies 

x ~.fk(a). The set {zeX(a) I x ~.z} is by assumption closed. Hence, (2) implies 
x ~.f*(a). Thus we proved 

(6) ,,-a.e. in A, xeX(a) and p*.x<p*.e(a)+,-,*(a) imply x ~.f*(a). 

But in the case inf p*.X(a)<p*.e(a)+ Ir*(a) every vector xeX(a) with p*.x=p*.e(a)+ 
~*(a) is a limit of vectors x~ with p*.x~<p*.e(a)+1F*(a), since X(a) is by assumption 

convex. Thus we proved, ),-a.e. in A, inf p*.X(a) <p*.e(a)+,-,*(a) implies that f*(a) is 

a maximal element in B(a, p*, p*.e(a)+1T*(a)). This together with (5) proves that 

(7) ,,-a,e. in A, f*(a) belongs to ~(a, p*, p*.e(a)+tT*(a)) . 

=
S
 

Now, Iet f* e5p and y* ~ ~~~Yf' be such that J y*. Then exactly as in Son-
f -' 

dermann (1974, p. 285) we can show that 

J f*~S J J -･ J ･J .y*+ Ae, and p* A Jr A f * = p* y* + p* . e
 f* A This completes the proof that (p*, f*, ~*, y*, I~*) is a competitive quasi-equilibrium 

for the production economy ( ~~, ( YJr)feJ7)' 

Q.E.D. 
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